Welcome to the Miner’s Corner Sand & Water Garden!

What Is It?
The Sand & Water Garden is an interactive universally accessible area for play, learning and discovery. The unique design allows people of all ages and abilities to enjoy it.

The Garden Is Designed To:
• Give all visitors an opportunity to experience the abundance of life found in wetlands.
• Allow interaction with moving and still water.
• Encourage open-ended creative play & exploration.
• Engage the senses and allow up-close interaction with nature.

Fun Facts
• The garden is fed by rain from building roofs, the sport court, and the surrounding landscape.
• Water is from non-pollution generating surfaces – the parking lot flows to a separate filter & pond near the park entrance.
• Water flows through the garden and soaks into the ground, slowly making it’s way to North Creek.
• Keeping the sandbox dinosaur uncovered, by moving sand to the upper sandboxes, helps maintain the garden and stream!
• Many creatures are sure to make the garden their home. What kind of animals do you think might live here?
• The garden changes with the weather and seasons – come back often to see what’s happening!
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